critiques de livres within Enlightenment studies (and vice versa) , some readers may question the urgency of the lack the collection is meant to correct. The editors and several contributors frequently allude to a wholesale dismissal of Enlightenment thought among postcolonial theorists, but references to specific critics guilty of such negligence are notably sparse. The notion that there has been a widespread refusal among scholars of postcolonial and eighteenth-century literature to engage with each other's concerns and methodologies is somewhat undermined by the previous work of many of the contributors to this volume. Suvir Kaul, for example, who contributes a concluding meditation on postcolonial histories of empire, as well as Nussbaum, Lloyd, and Aravamudan, all published major studies addressing the conjunction between Enlightenment and the postcolonial at least a decade ago (in some cases, two decades). If The Postcolonial Enlightenment does not break entirely new ground as a collection, it does gather a number of illuminating investigations of the relationship between Enlightenment and empire, and between the fields of scholarship that have taken shape around each term. Review by Gala Argent, Eastern Kentucky University Donna Landry has done what Georges Cuvier (1769-1832), a French zoologist and paleontologist, declared he could do: "Tell me the horse of a population. I'll tell you about its customs and institutions. " Between 1650 and 1750, more than two hundred horses of Eastern originArabians, North African Barbs, and Turkoman or Turanian horses from Central Asia-were imported to England and crossbred to indigenous breeds. With these animals came Eastern ideas about the horse-human relationship that were quite at odds with prevailing British beliefs. In five essays, Landry analyzes the verbal and visual record in order to bring to light the impacts these exotic creatures and ideas had on English culture during the early modern period.
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Narratives that include horses as agents of cultural change remain rare. In most scholarship that includes horses, they, like other nonhuman animals, are studied as modes of transport or sport, as receptacles of reviews sym bolic meaning, or as they are exploited or abused. This view is at odds with the lived experience of those who interact with actual horses. In reaching beyond these conventional academic approaches, Landry poses a question that horse people will find entirely sensible: "Might not horses have had some effects on human culture as well as the other way around?" (14) .
With this question in mind, Landry deftly intertwines the importa tion of Eastern horses and Eastern concepts with British social structures. These Eastern horses were characterized as finer and tough er than British horses of the time. They also were recognized as loyal, intelligent, sensitive, and even as "peculiarly rational" (16) and "chivalrous" (120) companions in the stories that travelled from the East with them. As such, they need not be, indeed could not be, dealt with in the old way, and new styles of training, riding, and keeping were needed to accommodate their particular ways of being.
In the first two chapters, Landry argues that the new equestrian cultures of sporting, hunting, and racing fostered a new style of riding, "free forward movement" (3), that reflected English cultural values. Drastically breaking with the precise and rigidly controlled tradition of the dressage school that was in fashion among the courts and with the gentry across greater Europe and the British Isles, this freer style of riding involved trusting the horse at speed and on a loose rein. As a "fully embodied ideology" (4), Landry argues, the "free forward movement" and the particular style of riding that went with it also referenced a loosening of control in a broader political sense and served as a potent metaphor for liberal political values, where it both reflected and fostered England's imperial ambitions and growing mercantile and leisure classes.
Histories often tell of horses as a kind, but rarely outside of equestrian circles do we hear of "this horse. " In chapter 3, Landry tracks the manner of acquisition-through war, trade, and diplomatic gifting-of three named Eastern sires with English endeavours, juxtaposing the growing importance of breeding and pedigree in horses and humans to English nationalism. Chapter 4 continues the theme of individual horses by providing a "cultural biography" (108) of the Bloody Shouldered Arabian, a horse whose story reflects his value as a foreign commodity and also recognizes his individual character.
In eighteenth-century discourse, Landry posits, both art and text presented horses as sentient and rational, and "humans and horses became increasingly interchangeable" (126). Chapter 6 addresses how the Eastern tradition of lenient, kind ways of interacting with horses as family members and partners, arguably necessitated by the intelligent sensitivity of the Eastern horses, led to more harmonious relationships critiques de livres with these animals in England. These beliefs also provided a springboard for political critique of the very institutions that brought the horses to British soil. Here, for example, Jonathan Swift's Gulliver, "saturated with Houyhnhnm lore, turns the world upside down in a radical way, and in doing so reveals how animals, servants, colonial subject and slaves are all implicated in British imperial and mercantile aspirations" (130).
The greatest contribution of Noble Brutes is its bringing into focus a historically particular context of human-horse interface by interrogating the manner in which horses might be seen to act upon human culture. In doing this, it joins a growing body of multidisciplinary academic work applying a human-animal studies approach to consider and challenge how narratives that include animals are constructed and how those narratives, in turn, rely on particular discourses. Noble Brutes moves beyond presenting horses as merely exploited resources or proxies for human status and meanings. Rather, Landry explores horses as impactful agents of change within the social milieu of early modern England.
A few recurrent, often awkward, references back and forth among the chapters result from many of the chapters being reworked from essays originally published elsewhere. Additionally, some key terms, which equestrians easily comprehend but other readers may find obscure, might have been defined better or earlier in the text. Terms such as "free forward movement, " "impulsion, " "brilliance, " and "hairyheeled" (3, 38, 46) come to mind. These small limitations do not detract from the underlying strength of Landry's message: horses can act back upon human societies at various levels of scale in ways that we will not notice until we start looking.
Noble Brutes offers broad appeal to stimulate discussion about animals as actors among those interested in the early modern period, in cultural, historical, and literary studies, and in human-animal studies. Insofar as narratives created about the past both reflect and fund the often opaque rhetorical cloud under which we operate, and insofar as these assumptions factor into the understanding and treatment of horses today, it is heartening to see horses framed as something other than (mere) cultural constructions. In this regard, Noble Brutes does a service not only to scholarship, but to horses as well.
